
Schulze PRETREATMaker III Stand 

Parts and assembly instruction for Stand part# (PT3STAND). The stand comes in a flat 

box measuring 36”L x 29”W x 3.5”D.  

 

Parts included 

8 Screws, 8 Screw Covers, 8 Feet Caps: Used on the top and bottom of side panels 

and support beams. 

 
 

4 stand support beams: Used on the top and bottom sections of the stand side panels. 

 

 



2 stand side panels: The metal panels face outward when assembled and the long 

section of the legs are the bottom of the stand. 

 

 

1 stand base: Place on the bottom of the stand with the base top facing upward after 

assembly, base sits freely at bottom of stand. 

 

 

 

 



 

Installation and assembly steps: 

1. Install a screw into the side panel and support beam using a #6 metric Hex/Allen 

wrench (not included). Make sure it is aligned with the side panel leg and tighten 

firmly. Repeat this step for the top and bottom on all four support beams. 

             
 

                 

 



2. Install the Screw Covers and Feet Caps. Use a rubber mallet to hammer both 

into the legs. You can us a regular hammer but be gentle because it may split or 

break the plastic covers and caps during the hammering process.  

        

 

3. After the stand is assembled and the screw covers and Feet Caps are in place 

install the stand base. The base sits in place freely with no screws or bolts 

required. 

      

 

 

 



NOTE: 

The pretreat machine has rubber feet that will sit on the inside of the stand “Top 

Brackets” and the base of the pretreat machine will sit flush on the top “Feet Caps”. Be 

careful moving and handling the pretreat machine so you don’t break the rubber feet off. 

Below are photos that will guide you on how to place the pretreat unit on the assembled 

stand.    

      

 

 



The pretreat machine has a side panel on the right side that you will need to have 

access to for refilling and maintenance of the unit. Make sure you don’t block this area. 

 

 


